<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 15 JAN | Running Chicago History  
Winter runs thru the South Side                  |
| 20 JAN | The Resurrected City  
Chicago Futures Lecture                             |
| 22 JAN | Great Chicago Fire Walking Tour  
Vamonde Tour Release                                 |
| 29 JAN | Future of Chicago Restaurants  
Chicago Studies Conversation                        |
| 03 FEB | The Discursive City  
Chicago Futures Lecture                             |
| 05 FEB | Open House  
Spring Chicago Studies Classes                      |
| 08 FEB | Application Deadline  
Spring Chicago Studies Quarters                       |
| 12 FEB | Future of Chicago Theatre  
Chicago Studies Conversation                          |
| 17 FEB | The Blue City  
Chicago Futures Lecture                              |
| 26 FEB | Future of Chicago Nightlife  
Chicago Studies Conversation                          |
| 03 MAR | The City of the Third Coast  
Chicago Futures Lecture                                |
| 11 MAR | Chicago By the Book  
Vamonde Tour Release                                  |
| 22 MAR | Chicago 2050 Design Challenge  
Spring Break 2021 (M-W)                                |
| 22 MAR | Designing Your Life Workshops  
Spring Break 2021 (M-F)                                |
| 26 MAR | The Great Chicago Drift  
Spring Break 2021 (F-Su)                              |